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White Liberalism: Jordan Peele Reads Harper Lee 
Nicholas Oviedo-Torres 
In April of 1963, Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. was imprisoned in a Birmingham jail for his 
participation in a nonviolent protest against segregation. During his time behind bars, Dr. King 
penned a letter in response to a statement of caution issued by eight white religious leaders. In 
the now famous Letter from a Birmingham Jail, King ZURWe WhaW ³Whe NegUR¶V gUeaW VWXmbling 
block in the stride toward freedom is not the White Citizens Councillor or the Ku Klux Klanner 
bXW Whe ZhiWe mRdeUaWe«´ (King 73). When King wrote this letter, he was referring to white 
people who were asking the civil rights movement to slow down while also claiming to 
champion their cause. Fifty-seven \eaUV UemRYed fURm Whe ZUiWing Rf King¶V haUd-hitting words, 
one is left to wonder whether the white liberal iV VWill ³Whe NegUR¶V gUeaW VWXmbling blRck´ (King 
73). Whereas King presents a comparative analysis between white liberals and white 
supremacists, this research considers whether the white liberal is still ³Whe NegUR¶V gUeaW 
VWXmbling blRck´ and how it manifests in contemporary society by offering a political analysis of 
three depictions of white liberalism in American popular culture and the critical and popular 
responses to these cultural artifacts.   
 
Methods 
There is a long tradition of employing cultural texts to talk about politics. As displayed 
b\ Whe UniYeUViW\ PUeVV Rf KenWXck\¶V PRliWical CRmSaniRnV WR GUeaW AmeUican AXWhRUV, 
political theorists, philosophers, and literary scholars have implemented a multitude of 
approaches to examine the political influence of literature and the value of literature as a 
resource for political thought and analysis (Frank; McWilliams; Zirakzadeh & Stow). This 
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multiplicity in political analysis can take so many different forms as some works rely on scholars 
like Leo Strauss and approach texts as if they have an intrinsic meaning waiting to be uncovered, 
while others lean on philosophers like Martha Nussbaum and Richard Rorty to interpret literature 
on moral grounds (Strauss, Persecution 41; Strauss, Natural; Strauss & Kojève; Nussbaum; 
Rorty). Another prominent approach relies on perceiving texts as cultural artifacts that can tell us 
about the politics of the society from which the text itself comes from because the politics ³haV 
been [in the work] from the beginning´ (EagleWRn 169). InVWead Rf fRcXVing exclusively on the 
texts themselves, other political literary analysis methods turn their focus towards the audience 
responses to literature. Most notably, Stanley Fish established a concept called interpretive 
communities, which he defines as communities ³made XS Rf WhRVe ZhR VhaUe inWeUSUeWiYe 
strategies not for reading but for writing texts, for constituting their properties and assigning their 
inWenWiRnV´ (FiVh 483). By utilizing an approach that relies Rn SWanle\ FiVh¶V cRnceSW Rf 
interpretative communities, scholars are able to better understand readers of a certain text and the 
communities they come from based off their interpretations of a text. Each of these different 
established methods provide their own value for the political analysis of literary texts.  
This research will focus on two forms of media: films and novels.  Nevertheless, following 
the examples of thinkers like Steven Johnston and Michael Rogin, this study will approach the 
analysis of both mediums in much the same way (Johnston; Rogin). As displayed by the methods 
used in these various works, there are an abundance of approaches to employing cultural texts for 
political analysis. With this understanding, this research will not prioritize any particular 
methodological approach to cultural texts. Rather, the study will draw elements from many of 
these different approaches. Unlike certain other areas of political science, this study does not rely 
upon quantitative analysis or respondent surveys, yet this does not mean it necessarily adopts a 
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subjective or idiosyncratic technique. Instead, it seeks to be rigorous, not rigid. In addition to its 
own careful reading of the texts, this research draws upon representative reviews, articles, and 
statements in order to consider reactions to these mediums while also noting the evidence of 
relevant outliers. In such an approach that draws on cultural analysis and political theory, the 
value of the analysis is ultimately demonstrated by the plausibility of its arguments and the 
veracity of its insights.  
Central to the rigor of this method is the distinction between politics and the political. 
Political-theorist Chantal Mouffe distinguishes politics from the political by stating that 
³µSRliWicV¶ UefeUV WR Whe enVemble Rf SUacWiceV, diVcRXUVeV and inVWiWXWions which seek to establish 
a certain order and to organize human coexistence«[ZheUeaV] µWhe SRliWical¶ UefeUV WR WhiV 
dimension of antagonism which can take many forms and can emerge in diverse social relationV´ 
(³DemRcUaWic PRliWicV and CRnflicW: An AgRniVWic ASSURach´; On the Political: Thinking in 
Action; The Democratic Paradox; The Return of the Political). While politics refers to systems 
in place, the political refers to the many arenas in which citizens become conscious of their 
conflicts and fight them out, such as aspects of American popular culture like literature and film. 
This study will analyze three works from the political arena of American popular culture and 
their relevance to understanding the issue of white liberalism with HaUSeU Lee¶V To Kill a 
Mockingbird, Go Set a Watchman, and JRUdan Peele¶V Get Out.  
Since its publication in 1960, To Kill a Mockingbird haV VeUYed aV Rne Rf Whe naWiRn¶V mRVW 
beloved novels, even being YRWed ³AmeUica¶V BeVW-LRYed NRYel´ in 2018, much due to its story 
around the false accusation of a black man who is defended by a white lawyer in a 1930s 
Southern town (McClurg). Harper Lee¶V fiUVW nRYel alVR SURYided Whe American public with one 
of its most esteemed fictional characters, Atticus Finch. On the other hand, Lee¶V VecRnd 
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published novel, Go Set a Watchman, did not receive such a warm reception from readers despite 
its highly anticipated release in 2015. Lee¶V VecRnd SXbliVhed nRYel iV Zidel\ belieYed WR be a 
first draft of sorts for To Kill a Mockingbird as exhibited by its several shared characters, 
passages, and locations (Collins & Sonnad; Mahler). Though the novel appears to continue the 
story of main characters in To Kill a Mockingbird twenty years later, the different take it offers 
of cherished characters like Atticus Finch are often cited as reasons for a large number of 
readers¶ rejection of the 2015 novel. Unlike these two novels written by a liberal white woman, 
JRUdan Peele¶V Get Out is written by a black man and utilizes horror to tells its story regarding 
race in a contemporary United States from the perspective of a black character. Since its release 
in early 2017, Get Out has received widespread praise for its insight into the lives of black 
people in the post-Obama United States. Each of these cultural works were chosen deliberately 
to help consider what these texts tell us about the role and significance of white liberalism in 
American culture.  
 
White Liberalism Defined 
In RUdeU WR SURSeUl\ addUeVV ZheWheU Whe ZhiWe libeUal iV VWill ³Whe NegUR¶V gUeaW VWXmbling 
blRck´ through political analysis of cultural artifacts, it is important to understand how white 
liberalism is being understood within this study. In his letter, Martin Luther King Jr. described a 
ZhiWe libeUal aV VRmeRne ³ZhR iV mRUe deYRWed WR RUdeU Whan WR jXVWice; ZhR SUefeUV a negaWiYe 
peace which is the absence of tension to a positive peace which is the presence of justice; who 
cRnVWanWl\ Va\V, µI agUee ZiWh \RX in Whe gRal \RX Veek, bXW I can¶W agUee ZiWh \RXU meWhRdV«¶´ 
(King 73). With this description, King conveys that a white liberal is someone who appears to 
support social reform, yet actually prefers the staWXV TXR. King¶V deVcUiSWiRn, hRZeYeU, UXnV 
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contrary to the common perception of liberalism within the American political framework. 
InVWead, libeUaliVm iV RfWen SeUceiYed aV ³a fRUm Rf Uadical UealiVm UeVSRnVible fRU almRVW all Whe 
humane changes that the WeVWeUn ZRUld haV Veen in Whe SaVW WZR hXndUed \eaUV´ in Whe AmeUican 
cRnWe[W (GRSnik 90). The meUe aVVRciaWiRn heUe Rf libeUaliVm ZiWh Whe WeUm ³Uadical´ and mRVW Rf 
³Whe hXmane changeV WhaW Whe WeVWeUn ZRUld haV Veen´ like ³[W]he libeUaWiRn Rf ZRmen, Whe 
emanciSaWiRn Rf VlaYeV and When Rf Whe Uaciall\ RSSUeVVed´ VXggeVWV WhaW libeUaliVm iV commonly 
viewed as being rooted in accomplishing progressive reform in the United States (Gopnik 91, 
90).  
Yet reform always requires effort on the part of the individual, while the status quo does 
not. A white liberal must place themselves out of their comfort zone in order to risk achieving 
WUXe UefRUm becaXVe ³[i]f Rne cannRW UiVk RneVelf, When Rne iV VimSl\ incaSable Rf giYing´ 
(Baldwin 336). Despite being rooted in JRhn LRcke¶V idea of liberalism, the modern American 
understanding of liberalism is not necessarily the same as the liberalism developed by John 
Locke which rests upon liberal political theory (Locke; Grant). The Oxford English Dictionary 
defines liberalism aV ³[V]XSSRUW fRU RU adYRcac\ Rf indiYidXal UighWV, ciYil libeUWieV, and UefRUm 
Wending WRZaUdV indiYidXal fUeedRm, demRcUac\, RU VRcial eTXaliW\´ (³libeUaliVm´). In WhiV 
definition, there is nothing that mentions taking action to achieve these goals but merely 
e[SUeVVing ³VXSSRUW fRU RU adYRcac\ Rf´ WheVe gRalV (³libeUaliVm´). B\ WhiV definiWiRn, a ZhiWe 
libeUal SUacWiceV WheiU beliefV Rf ³indiYidXal fUeedRm, demRcUac\, RU VRcial eTXiW\´ b\ XVing 
emSW\ ZRUdV nRW VXSSRUWed b\ acWiRn aV King highlighWV (³libeUaliVm´). ThRXgh King¶V 
illustration of white liberalism is helpful and VXSSRUWV Whe O[fRUd EngliVh DicWiRnaU\¶V 
definition, iW dReV nRW encaSVXlaWe Whe WeUm¶V fXll definiWiRn. ShannRn SXlliYan bXilds Rff King¶V 
work in her book, Good White People, when she defines ZhiWe libeUalV aV ³Whe bXlk Rf ZhiWe 
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people in the post-Jim CURZ UniWed SWaWeV«ZhR cRnVideU WhemVelYeV WR be nRn- or anti-UaciVW´ 
(S. Sullivan 3). I ZanW WR SXVh SXlliYan¶V definiWiRn eYen fXUWheU and add WhaW white liberalism is 
an ideology, ³a cRllecWiRn Rf beliefV and YalXeV held b\ an indiYidXal RU gURXS fRU RWheU Whan 
SXUel\ eSiVWemic UeaVRnV,´ especially when it pertains to the internalization by people of color, 
with a particular focus on the imbricated elements of motivated blindness and othering 
(Hondreich 392; Shulman 720; Schwalbe et al. 423). Since white liberalism has different facets, 
it is important to stress that these various elements do not have a causal but imbricated 
relationship. White liberalism is thus multifaceted and encompasses multiple different 
components including motivated blindness and othering.   
Motivated blindness,1 aV GeRUge ShXlman defineV iW, iV a W\Se Rf ignRUance and ³denial Rf 
UealiW\´ Rn Whe SaUW Rf a gURXS in SRZeU becaXVe meUel\ acknowledging that reality would disrupt 
WhaW SeUVRn¶V cRmfRUW ZiWhin Whe cXUUenW SRZeU VWUXcWXUe (ShXlman 721). ThiV ignRUance ³iV 
ZillfXl«[and] UeTXiUeV an acWiYe effRUW Rn Whe SaUW Rf RSSUeVVRUV nRW WR Vee Whe ZRUld fRU ZhaW iW 
iV´ (WaWeUV 109). One Rf Whe ways this motivated blindness can manifest is through a concept 
knRZn aV ³RWheUing,´ though othering can also stand on its own. Othering is ³Zhen Rne gURXS 
VeekV adYanWage b\ defining anRWheU gURXS aV mRUall\ and/RU inWellecWXall\ infeUiRU´ (SchZalbe eW 
al. 423). This theory posits that individuals create their understanding of self by drawing a line 
between the group they identify with and a subordinate group of people that they consider the 
other. It is crucial to emphasize that the othered group is always considered to be inferior in some 
sense, which allows the self to look down on the other. Othering can occur between various 
gURXSV Rf SeRSle, ZheWheU WhaW¶V beWZeen ZhiWe and black SeRSle, ³beWZeen LaWinRV and blackV 
in post-ciYil UighWV Te[aV, «[RU] beWZeen gURXSV Rf ZhiWe SeRSle WhemVelYeV´ (S. Sullivan 64). 
 
1 SRmeWimeV UefeUUed WR aV ³ZillfXl ignRUance´ (AlcRff 39). 
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Othering allows people to take the culpability for a problem off of their own shoulders in an 
attempt to prove that they are not racist and place that responsibility on the allegedly inferior 
group who is being othered (S. Sullivan 5).  
White liberalism often utilizes four different forms of othering, which include distancing 
fURm ³ZhiWe WUaVh,´ diVWancing fURm ZhiWe RSSUeVViYe hiVWRU\, adRSWing Uacial cRlRUblindneVV, and 
othering of the oppressed by the oppressed (S. Sullivan 23; Pyke 557). Each of these different 
forms of othering allow people to distance themselves from the problem of race in the United 
States and avoid interrogating their own racial commitments.  WiWh diVWancing fURm ³ZhiWe 
trash,´ SeRSle aUe able WR RWheU ³lRZ-incRme, UXUal ZhiWe SeRSle,´ Zhich Whe WeUm iV diUecWed 
WRZaUdV, fURm WhemVelYeV b\ cUeaWing a diYide beWZeen ³gRRd´ and ³bad´ ZhiWe SeRSle 
(Donatella; S. Sullivan 23). This distancing allows many to place the burden of contributing to 
racism on lower class white people and wash their hands clean of any responsibility for racism 
becaXVe ³ZhiWe WUaVh´ iV YieZed aV ³Whe mRVW UaciVW gURXS in VRcieW\´ (DRnaWella). AV JameV 
Baldwin, the twentieth century author and social critic, often pointed out in his essays, this kind 
Rf diVWancing haV cRme WhURXgh in Whe Za\ ³Whe NRUWh«haV SUided iWVelf Rn nRW being like Whe 
SRXWheUn UaciVWV´ (BaldZin & Kenan 61). AV an\ kind Rf RWheUing alZa\V dReV, WhiV mindVeW Rf 
the northern states being less racially prejudiced than the southern states allows northern states to 
perceive themselves as the non-UaciVW VWaWeV and, WheUefRUe, Whe ³gRRd´ ZhiWe SeRSle. In Whe 
cRnWe[W Rf Whe NRUWh SeUceiYing iWVelf aV leVV UaciVW Whan Whe SRXWh, WhRVe ³SRXWheUn UaciVWV´ WhaW 
BaldZin ZURWe abRXW aUe RfWen cRnVideUed V\nRn\mRXV ZiWh Whe ³ZhiWe WUaVh´ WhaW Nancy 
Isenberg writes about (Isenberg).  
Though Baldwin wrote abRXW Whe NRUWh¶V SUide in ³nRW being like Whe SRXWheUn UaciVWV´ 
back in 1963, this type of mentality is one that many Americans, especially white-Americans, 
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still adopt in 2020 (Baldwin & Kenan 61). Whether one uses redneck, hillbilly, or white trash to 
refer to these lower class white people, these derogatory terms are often directed towards Donald 
TrumS and hiV VXSSRUWeUV ZhR liYe in ³mRbile hRme[V],«[haYe] nR high VchRRl diSlRmaV, 
ZRUk«µRld ecRnRm\¶ jRbV, and liVW...WheiU anceVWU\ aV µAmeUican¶´ (IVenbeUg; MaUVhall). WiWh 
this use of the term towards Trump supporters, white liberals are able to detract from the 
VXggeVWiRn WhaW Whe\ cRnWUibXWe WR UaciVm becaXVe Whe leVV edXcaWed TUXmS VXSSRUWeUV aUe ³Ueal 
UaciVm´ (DRnaWella). AV VRciRlRgiVW MaWW WUa\ ZUiWeV in hiV bRRk, Not Quite White: White Trash 
and the Boundaries of Whiteness, ³[Z]hiWe WUaVh nameV a people whose very existence seems to 
WhUeaWen Whe V\mbRlic and VRcial RUdeU´ becaXVe iW challengeV Whe cRmmRn aVVRciaWiRn Rf ZhiWe 
ZiWh SXUiW\ (WUa\ 2). The meUe TXalificaWiRn WhaW WhiV iV ³ZhiWe´ WUaVh, aV RSSRVed WR meUel\ 
trash, suggests that these people exist in a space that is not fully white since normal white people 
ZRXld be ³edXcaWed, claVV\, kind and gRRd´ (DRnaWella). TheVe diffeUenW jX[WaSRViWiRnV Rf ZhiWe 
people, whether it be rednecks and white trash with white liberals or the North versus the South, 
are important to address because the motivations behind these different comparisons have the 
same impact aV RWheUing fURm ³ZhiWe WUaVh.´ The hRSe iV WhaW WheVe jX[WaSRViWiRnV cUeaWe a 
UelaWiYe diVWincWiRn beWZeen ³gRRd´ ZhiWe SeRSle and ³bad´ ZhiWe people. Despite the beliefs of 
many Americans, however, there has never been a true difference between the North and the 
SRXWh nRU ³ZhiWe libeUalV´ and ³ZhiWe WUaVh´ in UegaUd WR hRZ UaciVW Whe\ aUe becaXVe ³ZhaW 
happened in Birmingham happens in New York´ (BaldZin & Kenan 61). InVWead, WheUe iV meUel\ 
³a diffeUence in Whe Za\ Whe\ caVWUaWe´ black SeRSle, aV JameV BaldZin SXW iW Zhen diVcXVVing Whe 
difference between the North and the South (Peck). Whether a white person distances themselves 
from white trash or identifies as white trash, the white person still plays a role in the figurative 
castration of black people and the continuation of racism in the United States.  
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Distancing from white trash is not the only type of othering that the perception of the 
North being less racist than the South is an example of, this mindset also exemplifies distancing 
from white oppressive history. The thought process behind distancing from white oppressive 
history is that this type of othering is one of the better ways for white people to display their 
disapproval for problematic white history (S. Sullivan 60). From the centuries of slavery in the 
United States to the lynchings of black people, the history of the United States is jam-packed 
with instances of white people doing horrific things to black people and other marginalized 
communities. The common response, it seems, of white Americans to the revelation of these true 
VWRUieV iV WR deem Whe acWiRnV Rf WheiU anceVWRUV ³incRmSUehenVible and mRnVWURXV, eYen liWeUally 
inhXman´ (S. Sullivan 60). Yet the people who committed these awful acts were in fact human 
and, WheUefRUe, WheiU acWV ZeUe nRW inhXman. WiWh WhiV SeUceiYed ³inhXmaniW\ Rf ZhiWe hiVWRU\, 
[hRZeYeU,] ZhiWe SeRSle WRda\«find iW difficXlW, and eYen UefXVe to relate themselves to white 
UaciVWV Rf Whe SaVW´ (S. Sullivan 60).  
The perception of the North being less racist than the South exhibits, not only a refusal to 
relate to the racist Southern slave owners of the past but, a refusal to acknowledge the racist 
history of the North. Northerners love to admonish the South for its relationship with racist 
historical figures like Robert E. Lee, Andrew Jackson, and Thomas Jefferson, yet fail to confront 
the role banks, real estate boards, and urban planners like Robert Moses have played in ensuring 
WhaW ³NeZ YRUk iV VegUegaWed´ (Chang 11; BaldZin & Kenan 61). ThRXgh WhiV diVWancing fURm 
ZhiWe RSSUeVViYe hiVWRU\ ³can Veem WR be Whe beVW Za\ WR demRnVWUaWe WhaW«[ZhiWe SeRSle] aUe 
nRW UaciVW,´ WhiV othering actually allows white people to ignore the prominence of racism in 
American history and avoid difficult conversations about racism (S. Sullivan 60). The fleeing 
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fURm WRXgh WRSicV and cRnceSWV UelaWed WR Uace b\ SeRSle iV RfWen WiWled ³ZhiWe flight´2 (S. 
Sullivan 91). This distancing from white oppressive history effectively attempts to create a line, 
and VXbVeTXenW hieUaUch\, beWZeen Whe ³bad´ ZhiWe SeRSle Rf Whe SaVW and Whe ³gRRd´ ZhiWe 
people of the present by preventing the past from bogging down the racial progress of the future. 
The failure to accept and acknowledge the oppressive impact white people have had on the 
diUecWiRn Rf WhiV naWiRn Rnl\ VeUYeV aV a failXUe in ³leaUning hRZ WR XVe´ that same history 
(Baldwin 333). Whether one refers to the actions of slaveholders or segregationists as inhuman, 
one outright refuses to acknowledge that they are just as capable of committing these horrific 
acWiRnV aV Whe SeRSle ZhR cRmmiWWed Whem. ThiV UefXVal b\ ZhiWe libeUalV ³WR UelaWe WhemVelYeV WR 
whiWe UaciVWV Rf Whe SaVW´ eVVenWiall\ RSeUaWeV aV a UefXVal WR WUXl\ Veek RXW Whe URRW Rf Whe naWiRn¶V 
structural racial problems and, even, how one may contribute to those issues (S. Sullivan 60). 
WiWhRXW haYing ³eYeU\Whing ZhiWe AmeUicanV Whink Whe\ belieYe in«Uee[amined´ and 
investigating the true cause of white oppressive history, white liberals deny themselves an 
opportunity to better understand the infrastructure of racial injustice in the United States and, as a 
result, stand in the way of its solution (Baldwin 345).  
Another type of othering that is used by white liberals to deny their role in the racial 
hierarchy is the adoption of racial color-blindness. The concept of racial color-blindness is to 
UedXce inWeUUacial WenViRn b\ VXggeVWing WhaW ³Uacial categories do not matter and should not be 
cRnVideUed Zhen making deciViRnV´ abRXW an indiYidXal (RicheVRn & NXVVbaXm 417). ThiV fRUm 
Rf RWheUing Rnce again fRcXVeV Rn cUeaWing a VWaUk diVWincWiRn beWZeen ³gRRd´ ZhiWe SeRSle and 
³bad´ ZhiWe SeRSle. In Whe case of color-blindness, however, the construction of this line is much 
mRUe imSliciW Whan diVWancing fURm ³ZhiWe WUaVh´ and ZhiWe RSSUeVViYe hiVWRU\. The adRSWiRn Rf 
 
2 Not to be confused with the housing term of the same name that refers to ZhiWe SeRSle leaYing XUban ³aUeaV WhaW 
aUe becRming mRUe diYeUVe´ (Chang 76; Bates). 
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racial color-blindness relies on the perception that those who take skin color into consideration in 
any manner are morally inferior to, and therefore othered by, those who claim not to take race 
into consideration in any matter. This strategy to combatting racism conflates acknowledging 
race with discrimination. Though this approach seems very progressive because one allegedly 
ignores that race even exists and theoretically treats all humans the same on an individual level, 
iW alVR allRZV Rne WR cRmSleWel\ ignRUe V\VWemaWic UaciVm and RccXS\ a ³magical Slace´ ZheUe 
racism does not still exist (S. Sullivan 92). One does not have to look very far, whether it is the 
segregation currently occurring on Long Island, NY or the early signs of the disproportionate 
impact COVID-19 has had on black communities, to recognize that racism is still very much 
alive in the United States (Winslow; Eligon et al.).  
As José Medina points out in his book, The Epistemology of Resistance: Gender and 
Racial Oppression, Epistemic Injustice, and Resistant Imaginations, this mentality encourages 
VRmeRne WR be ³acWiYel\ and SURXdl\ ignRUanW Rf [WheiU] VRcial SRViWiRnaliW\´ and demRnVWUaWeV ³a 
failure in self-knowledge and a failure in the knowledge of others with whom one is intimately 
UelaWed´ (Medina 37). B\ SUeWending WR cRmSleWel\ ignRUe Uace, Whe adRSWiRn Rf Uacial color-
blindneVV diVSla\V an abVRlXWe UefXVal WR becRme aZaUe Rf Rne¶V RZn and RWheUV¶ SRViWiRnaliW\ 
within the American racial hierarchy that exists whether one wants it to or not. This thought-
SURceVV Rnl\ VXSSRUWV JameV BaldZin¶V claim in The Fire Next Time WhaW ³ZhaWeYeU ZhiWe SeRSle 
dR nRW knRZ abRXW NegUReV UeYealV«ZhaW Whe\ dR nRW knRZ abRXW WhemVelYeV´ (BaldZin 312). 
Color-blindneVV iV a Uaciali]ed UendiWiRn Rf Whe nawYe Va\ing ³RXW Rf VighW and RXW Rf mind´ ZiWh 
all of its problems. This mentality and its problems are properly exemplified in so many different 
Za\V, ZheWheU WhaW¶V Whe fRUmeU SWaUbXckV CEO claiming he dReVn¶W Vee cRlRU an\mRUe RU a 
Sidne\ PRiWieU fan claiming Whe\ dRn¶W caUe ³if [he¶V] black, ZhiWe, RU SXUSle,´ \eW Whe VchRRl 
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policy research that suggests color-blind school policies actually increase the educational gap 
between black and white students does it pretty well (K. Sullivan; Robot; Roda & Wells). 
ReVeaUcheUV fRXnd ³a VWURng SRViWiYe cRUUelaWiRn beWZeen incUeaVing Uacial/eWhnic segregation in 
SXblic VchRRlV and Whe gURZWh in«VR-called cRlRUblind´ policies, which ignore the races of 
membeUV Rf WheiU VWXdenW bRd\ and Whe VchRRl¶V URle in Whe deVegUegaWiRn Rf Whe UniWed SWaWeV 
(Roda & Wells 262). Despite the good intentions of adopting racial color-blindness, this form of 
othering prevents one from recognizing and addressing the systematic ways racism exists in this 
nation. As a result, the adoption of racial color-blindness by white liberals prevents many from 
understanding how they contribute to the problems they claim to hope to resolve.   
Another way othering occurs within white liberalism is through distancing by the 
oppressed of the oppressed. Unfortunately, white liberalism is an ideology that can infect people 
of color. The infection of white liberalism and othering by those who are subjected to racism 
starts with the internalization of racial oppression. W.E.B. Du Bois created the foundation for the 
XndeUVWanding Rf inWeUnali]ed Uacial RSSUeVViRn Zhen he ZURWe abRXW ³this sense of always 
lRRking aW Rne¶V Velf WhURXgh Whe e\eV Rf RWheUV, Rf meaVXUing Rne¶V VRXl b\ Whe WaSe Rf a ZRUld 
that looks on in amused contempt and pity´ Zhile diVcXVVing hiV WheRU\ Rf dRXble cRnVciRXVneVV 
(Du Bois). The research behind internalized racism has bloomed in recent years and sociologist 
KaUen D. P\ke ZaV able WR bXild Rff Rf DXBRiV¶V gURXndZRUk b\ defining inWeUnali]ed UaciVm aV 
Whe ³inWeUnali]aWiRn Rf Uacial RSSUeVViRn amRng Whe Uaciall\ VXbRUdinaWed´ (P\ke 551). The 
internalization of these social contexts can come to fruition in a rather subtle manner to the 
e[WenW WhaW WhiV inWeUnali]ed UaciVm e[iVWV in Rne¶V VXbcRnVciRXV. BaVed Rn a GUamVcian 
perspective on hegemony, the dominant group in a hierarchy is able to control the construction of 
reality through the way they control social norms, procedures, and knowledge through processes 
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often known as indoctrination or mental colonization (Pyke 556; Gramisci et al.; hooks 173). 
With this control of how society perceives reality, the dominant group, which are white people in 
Whe Uacial hieUaUch\ Rf Whe UniWed SWaWeV, aUe able WR SUeVenW WheiU RZn inWeUeVWV ³aV UeflecWing 
eYeU\Rne¶V beVW inWeUeVWV, WheUeb\ geWWing RSSUeVVed gURXSV WR acceSW Whe dRminanW gURXS¶V 
interests as their own and minimize conflicW´ (P\ke 556). ThiV VXbcRnVciRXV inWeUnali]ed UaciVm 
SlanWV Whe VeedV fRU Whe RWheUing Rf RWheU black SeRSle b\ black SeRSle Zhen ³Whe RSSUeVVed 
acceSW Whe idenWiWieV imSRVed Rn Whem b\ RSSUeVVRUV´ (P\ke 557).  
The internalization of racial oppression RfWen leadV WR Whe RWheUing Rf membeUV Rf Rne¶V 
RZn RSSUeVVed cRmmXniW\ becaXVe Rne SeUceiYeV WhemVelYeV aV a membeU Rf ³a dRminanW, 
µVXSeUiRU¶ claVV« [abRYe] WheiU alleged infeUiRU[V]´ (P\ke 557). In WhiV caVe, black SeRSle ZhR 
have adopted the internali]aWiRn Rf UaciVm effecWiYel\ YieZ RWheU black SeRSle aV ³Whe RWheU,´ 
despite never being accepted by white people. White liberalism requires some form of denial of 
the reality of Rne¶V fXll URle within Whe Uacial hieUaUch\, Zhich inclXdeV a denial Rf Rne¶V full role 
as an oppressed member within the hierarchy. This othering of the oppressed by the oppressed 
can manifest in multiple different ways, including seeing oneself as existing outside of the racial 
hierarchy as the character of Phillip does in Jeremy O. HaUUiV¶V Slave Play (Harris 59). One of 
the better examples of this othering of the oppressed by the oppressed comes from Martin Luther 
King Jr. During a sermon in Montgomery from the late 1950s, King is quoted as urging his 
congregation to look at the VWaWiVWicV WhaW diVSla\ black SeRSle ³aUe 10 SeU cenW Rf Whe SRSXlaWiRn 
Rf SW. LRXiV and aUe UeVSRnVible fRU 58 SeU cenW Rf iWV cUimeV´ as a reason why black people 
³can¶W keeS Rn blaming Whe ZhiWe man´ (BaldZin 644). WiWh WhiV VWaWemenW, King ignRUed and 
omitted that black people are more likely to be profiled and arrested by police, which likely 
played a large role in the statistics he quoted. Instead of displaying how these St. Louis crime 
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statistics were symptoms of the systematic racism black people have continuously faced in this 
nation, King chose to utilize the statistics as a way to bolster his argument for why black people 
³can¶W keeS Rn blaming Whe ZhiWe man´ (BaldZin 644). King XVed WhiV VSeech WR cUeaWe a diYide 
between black people who find white people responsible for things like the St. Louis crime 
statistics and black people like himself who do not and, instead, place that blame on black 
people. Black-on-black violence is often a talking point used to justify racist policing policies 
and, not only does King accept this talking point as in his own interest, he uses it to display how 
he YieZV himVelf aV RccXS\ing a mRUe ³µVXSeUiRU¶ claVV´ Whan WhaW Rf RWheU black SeRSle (MaVVie; 
Pyke 557). Even King, a fervent and beloved civil rights leader, internalized his surrounding 
systems of racial oppression and was infected by the white liberalism mentality. 
 
White Liberalism in To Kill a Mockingbird 
There are a plethora of examples today which embody the ideology of white liberalism. One 
of the most famous is the beloved liberal fiction icon, Atticus Finch, from To Kill a Mockingbird. 
EUic SXndTXiVW UefeUUed WR HaUSeU Lee¶V To Kill a Mockingbird aV ³a SaUWicXlaU WRXchVWRne Rf 
ZhiWe libeUaliVm´ and WhiV iV e[acWl\ ZhaW iW haV been Vince iWV SXblicaWiRn in 1960. HaUSeU Lee¶V 
novel was released at the height of the Civil Rights Movement and received an overwhelmingly 
positive reception, as displayed by its 1961 Pulitzer Prize in Fiction and the 98 weeks it spent on 
the New York Times best-seller list (³1961 PXliW]eU PUi]eV´; Mary Jo Murphy). To Kill a 
Mockingbird is not merely an award-winning and high-selling novel though, this is a novel that 
real readers have proclaimed have changed their lives. One signal of this impact can be found 
when political consultant and former Clinton campaign strategist James Carville proclaimed that 
Whe nRYel ZaV ³Whe mRVW imSRUWanW bRRk Rf hiV life fRU Whe change iW effecWed in hiV YieZ Rf Uacial 
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jXVWice´ (SXndTXiVW 182). A laUgeU diVSla\ Rf WhiV nRYel¶V SeUceived impact on the minds of its 
readers can be found in a survey of 5,000 respondents from 1991 by the Book-of-the-Month 
ClXb and Whe LibUaU\ Rf CRngUeVV¶V CenWeU fRU Whe BRRk WhaW Whe Bible ZaV Whe Rnl\ bRRk ciWed 
mRUe Whan HaUSeU Lee¶V debXW nRYel ³aV making a diffeUence´ in Whe liYeV Rf UeadeUV (JRhnVRn 
14). This book has often been signaled to as the perfect lesson in combatting racism and a large 
UeaVRn fRU WhiV SeUceiYed imSacW iV Whe nRYel¶V belRYed chaUacWeU Rf AWWicXV Finch.  
Ever since the PulitzeU Zinning nRYel¶V SXblicaWiRn, AWWicXV haV VWRRd Rn a SedeVWal fRU man\ 
readers due to his perceived progressive racial views. In the novel, Atticus is a lawyer who 
defends an innocent black man, Tom Robinson, accused of raping a white woman in a town 
where this type of accusation, without questioning its credibility, was a guilty conviction for a 
black man. ThRXgh AWWicXV ZaV XnVXcceVVfXl in hiV aWWemSW WR achieYe TRm RRbinVRn¶V acTXiWWal, 
readers have viewed Atticus as a liberal icon and symbol of morality merely because he 
espoused seemingly progressive rhetoric and was able to get the jury to hesitate about their guilty 
verdict. In 1964, MaUWin LXWheU King JU. highlighWed AWWicXV¶V ³heURiVm´ and ³mRUal cRXUage´ 
when advocating for the necessity of nonviolent protest in the Civil Rights Movement (King 24). 
While aXWhRU Wall\ Lamb UefeUUed WR AWWicXV aV Whe ³mRdel Ze can all aim WRZaUd,´ Rne law 
VchRRl SURfeVVRU ZenW aV faU aV UefeUUing WR AWWicXV aV ³jXVWice in Whe fleVh´ (Mary McDonagh 
Murphy 116; McMillian 701). ThiV iV all WR Va\ WhaW UeadeUV lRYe AWWicXV becaXVe he SXW ³hiV 
career and life on the line for a wrongfully accused black man,´ Zhich Veemingl\ ³meeW[V] Whe 
VWandaUdV WhaW Ze VeW fRU RXUVelYeV bXW can VeldRm aWWain´ (BaUge; LXbeW 1340).  
Though it has been sixty years since To Kill a Mockingbird was first published, the novel and 
its beloved hero have yet to be abandoned by readers. OSUah WinfUe\ famRXVl\ UefeUUed WR Lee¶V 
nRYel aV ³RXU naWiRnal nRYel´ and iW VeemV Vhe¶V nRW ZURng aV To Kill a Mockingbird is still the 
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most read book by 9th graders in the United States in 2020 (Mary McDonagh Murphy 202; 
³WhaW KidV Are Reading´). ReadeUV haYe eYen diVSla\ed Whe dXUabiliW\ Rf Whe naWiRn¶V lRYe fRU 
AWWicXV Finch aV UeacWiRnV WR Obama¶V allusion to the fictional lawyer  in his farewell address and 
AaURn SRUkin¶V Wake Rn Whe ³WRZeUing laZ\eU fURm ficWiRn´ Rn BURadZa\ haV diVSla\ed hRZ 
beloved this novel and its esteemed savior still are in American popular culture (Kornhaber; 
Marks). Despite the love many readers evidently have for Atticus Finch, and thus To Kill a 
Mockingbird, dXe WR AWWicXV¶V Veemingl\ SURgUeVViYe Uacial SRliWicV, UeadeUV RfWen cUeaWe WhiV 
YeUViRn Rf AWWicXV b\ failing WR UecRgni]e Whe XndeUl\ing SURblemV behind AWWicXV¶V perceived 
liberal actions.  
AWWicXV¶V black female VeUYanW, CalSXUnia, iV RfWen SRinWed WR aV VXSSRUW fRU AWWicXV¶V nRn-
racist image because Atticus seems to respect her as a human and stands up for her. This 
treatment allows Atticus to take on the appearance of someone who supports racially progressive 
reform. One cUiWic eYen SUaiVed AWWicXV and hiV famil\ fRU being ³Rne Zhich ZelcRmeV aV Rne Rf 
iWV membeUV a black ZRman,´ Zhich SURSeUl\ exhibits the praise Atticus receives for his 
relationship with Calpurnia (Johnson 137). One of the instances that has helped readers form this 
RSiniRn Rf AWWicXV¶V aWWiWXdeV WRZaUdV CalSXUnia iV Zhen AWWicXV defendV CalSXUnia againVW hiV 
sister, Alexandra, after she has moved into the Finch household and suggested getting rid of 
Calpurnia as a servant. Atticus responds to this suggestion by proclaiming:  
Ale[andUa, CalSXUnia¶V nRW leaYing WhiV hRXVe XnWil Vhe ZanWV WR. YRX ma\ Whink RWheUZiVe, 
bXW I cRXldn¶W haYe gRW alRng ZiWhRXW heU all WheVe \eaUV. She¶V a faithful member of [the] 
family and \RX¶ll VimSl\ haYe WR acceSW WhingV Whe Za\ Whe\ aUe. BeVideV, ViVWeU, I dRn¶W ZanW 
you working your head off for us²\RX¶Ye nR UeaVRn WR dR WhaW. We VWill need Cal aV mXch aV 
we ever did. (Lee, To Kill a Mockingbird 182-183) 
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To many readers, this came off as Atticus sticking up for Calpurnia against the mean Aunt 
Alexandra who just wanted to rip the Finch household apart. Despite this common reading, 
Atticus says something in this scene that seems progressive on the surface but is not actually so. 
Atticus claims that Calpurnia is a part of his family yet he fails to treat her like family. For 
starters, he makes clear later in his statement that he would not work his own family the way that 
he works Calpurnia, despite his claim that Calpurnia is family. In addition, Atticus makes 
evident that he views black and white women to be on two separate levels when he tells 
Alexandra, a white woman, that he does not want her to work for the family like Calpurnia, a 
black woman. Despite this statement seeming on its face to be progressive because it asserts 
CalSXUnia aV a membeU Rf Whe famil\, iW acWXall\ UeYealV AWWicXV¶V YieZ Rf CalSXUnia aV being 
solidified in her social ranking due to the color of her skin.  
SRme Rf AWWicXV¶V mRVW famRXV SURgUeVsive quotes often come out of moral lessons he 
bestows upon his children. These instances also happen to be when Atticus displays white 
liberalism and its underlying problem. At one point in To Kill a Mockingbird, Atticus is asked by 
his daughter and the bRRk¶V naUUaWRU, ScRXW, ³ZhaW e[acWl\ iV a niggeU-lRYeU?´ (Lee, To Kill a 
Mockingbird 144). This is an important moment for Atticus as a progressive liberal figure 
becaXVe Rf Whe URle AWWicXV haV in VhaSing hiV childUen¶V YieZV cRnceUning Uace. AW WhiV mRment, 
Atticus can either give Scout a truthful definition of the term and address why it is not a term that 
VhRXld be XVed RU he can VideVWeS Whe WeUm¶V WUXe deURgaWRU\ meaning and, WhXV, fail WR addUeVV 
and help Scout understand the problem of racism that infects their hometown of Maycomb. 
AWWicXV decideV WR deVcUibe ³niggeU-lRYeU´ aV ³jXVW Rne Rf WhRVe WeUmV WhaW dRn¶W mean an\Whing ± 
like snot-nRVe« [and] iV XVe[d b\ ignRUanW, WUaVh\ SeRSle] Zhen Whe\ Whink VRmebRd\¶V faYRUing 
Negroes over and above themselYeV´ (Lee, To Kill a Mockingbird 144). With this definition, 
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Atticus attempts to prove he is not racist by effectively sidestepping the racial connotations 
behind the term. He does this first by attempting to take any power away from the term, as 
RSSRVed WR addUeVVing Whe WeUm¶V WUXe meaning Rf demeaning black SeRSle, b\ claiming iW ³dRn¶W 
mean an\Whing´ WhRXgh in facW iW iV cleaU WR Whe UeadeU and ScRXW WhaW WhiV WeUm meanV VRmeWhing 
negative (Lee, To Kill a Mockingbird 144). Atticus sidesteps the racial problems with this term 
even more by taking the burden of this term off of his shoulders and placing it on those of 
³ignRUanW, WUaVh\ SeRSle,´ effecWiYel\ RWheUing Whe nRYel¶V ³ZhiWe WUaVh´ (Lee, To Kill a 
Mockingbird 144). This distances Atticus and his daughter from the term altogether by sending 
the message that, though this has some sort of negative connotation that will not be addressed, it 
iV a UeflecWiRn Rf ³ZhiWe WUaVh,´ nRW Whe Finch famil\. B\ dRing WhiV dance WR aYRid addUeVVing 
racism, Atticus Finch, the great liberal hero, merely contributes to the racism in the country by 
promoting a sense of motivated blindness in his daughter and failing to acknowledge any role he 
plays in the issue of racism. 
Another instance where Atticus lets his white liberalism show is when his son, Jem, 
mentions the Ku Klux Klan in a conversation about gangs. During this conversation, Atticus 
claimV WhaW Whe Klan ³ZaV a SRliWical RUgani]aWiRn mRUe Whan an\Whing´ WhaW iV gRne and Zill 
³neYeU cRme back´ (Lee, To Kill a Mockingbird 196). Lee does not provide us with a reaction 
from Jem WR AWWicXV¶V hiVWRU\ leVVRn, but it is not far-feWched WR aVVXme WhaW Whe laZ\eU¶V child 
WRRk hiV faWheU¶V ZRUdV aV facW and meUel\ aVVXmed WhaW Whe Klan ZaV a SRliWical RUgani]aWiRn WhaW 
no longer was a threat. In an attempt to love everyone, Atticus completely mislabels the KKK as 
a political organization and, once again, opts to avoid addressing race as an issue with his white 
children. Atticus sidesteps race as a problem here by distancing himself from the white 
oppressive history of the United States b\ claiming WhaW Whe KKK Rnl\ e[iVWed ³[Z]a\ back´ and 
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Zill ³neYeU cRme back´ (Lee, To Kill a Mockingbird 196). Though it is problematic alone to 
provide someone with a false image of history, it is even worse here when Atticus does this 
because he has the power to shape the conscious opinions of his children towards race.  In his 
attempts to appear anti-racist by supporting a willfully ignorant view towards the KKK, Atticus 
perpetuates the racist society that corrupts the United States by shaping another white person 
with the idea that race is not a problem in Maycomb through his distancing of white oppressive 
history. 
 
White Supremacy in Go Set a Watchman 
Before proceeding with this analysis, it is important to address the relationship between 
To Kill a Mockingbird and Go Set a Watchman and how this research approaches it. The events 
leading up to the publication of Go Set a Watchman are confusing to say the least and have left 
plenty of room for speculation regarding the intent behind its publication. Despite the speculation 
VXUURXnding iWV UeleaVe, Lee¶V VecRnd SXbliVhed nRYel iV geneUall\ belieYed WR be a fiUVW dUafW Rf 
sorts for To Kill a Mockingbird as displayed by its several shared characters, passages, and 
locations (Collins & Sonnad; Mahler). Despite being considered a first draft for To Kill a 
Mockingbird, the events of Go Set a Watchman occur about twenty years after the events of To 
Kill a Mockingbird. The origin story of this novel presents the reader with an interesting situation 
in regards to understanding the relationship between the contents of the two novels, especially 
considering the inconsistencies between the two storylines. In light of these circumstances, 
JameV Kelle\ SUeVenWV a VRlXWiRn in Ueading Whe WZR We[WV aV SalimSVeVW, ³an aSSURach WhaW VeekV 
to position Go Set a Watchman nRW aV haYing been ZUiWWen afWeU RU«befRUe To Kill a 
Mockingbird bXW UaWheU aV l\ing XndeUneaWh RU behind Whe We[W Rf WhaW beVWVelling nRYel´ (Kelle\ 
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2). Kelle\¶V VXggeVWed Ueading meWhRd Rf Whe WZR We[WV allRZV Rne ³to make productive 
connections, references, and/or juxtapositions between the two texts without having to commit to 
some essentialist device ² such as authorial intent ² to µprove¶ their relevance or relationship´ 
(Stow). With the freedom and productivity that this type of reading provides, this research 
adRSWed Kelle\¶V aSSURach in RUdeU to properly understand the complexities underlying the two 
novels. 
Go Set a Watchman was HaUSeU Lee¶V VecRnd SXbliVhed nRYel, SXbliVhed 55 \eaUV afWeU the 
release of To Kill a Mockingbird in 2015. The long period of time between the publication of 
Lee¶V WZo published works helped Go Set a Watchman become one of the most anticipated 
novels in recent memory, as exhibited by the book becoming Ama]Rn¶V mRVW SUe-ordered novel 
since Harry Potter: Deathly Hollows at the time (³HaUSeU Lee¶V GR SeW a WaWchman´). Despite 
the high level of anticipation, everything from the controversial circumstances around the 
nRYel¶V UeleaVe WR iWV ³shocking´ deSicWiRn Rf AWWicXV Finch haV RfWen made WhiV ZRUk haWed b\ 
aUdenW fanV Rf Lee¶V fiUVW nRYel (Kakutani). One of the problems readers often take with Go Set a 
Watchman is its seemingly opposite portrayal of Atticus Finch compared to the depiction of that 
character in To Kill a Mockingbird.  While AWWicXV iV an ³aYaWaU Rf inWegUiW\´ in To Kill a 
Mockingbird, he iV a ³UaciVW´ in Go Set a Watchman (Kakutani). The combination of Go Set a 
Watchman¶V highl\ anWiciSaWed UeleaVe and its alleged recast of Atticus Finch led to an uproar 
among fans of To Kill a Mockingbird and Atticus Finch. One journalist claimed that Go Set a 
Watchman ³UXin[ed] eYeU\Whing,´ Zhile anRWheU fan emShaVi]ed WhaW WheiU fUiendV RXWUighW  
UefXVed WR Uead Lee¶V 2015 nRYel becaXVe Whe\ ³want[ed] Atticus to remain the Atticus that [they] 
adore[d]´ (UlanRff; AlWeU). Even political historian Joseph Crespino asked his friend whether 
Whe\ ³[h]ad«heard that his hero Atticus Finch had an evil twin´ in UefeUence WR Whe AWWicXV in Go 
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Set a Watchman (Raines). Most fans of To Kill a Mockingbird found themselves in an identity 
crisis of sorts upon Go Set a Watchman¶V UeleaVe aV Rne ZUiWeU eYen aVked ZhaW WhRVe ³readers 
and watchers and admirers of Atticus Finch as a father and a fighter, [those] who have embraced 
his heady symbolism, [those] who have named [their] children in his honor´ aUe VXSSRVed WR 
make Rf AWWicXV¶V neZ chaUacWeUi]aWiRn (GaUbeU). 
IndiYidXalV ZhR deemed AWWicXV aV Whe ³mRdel Ze can all aim WRZaUd,´ nRZ had nR 
model of racial justice reform to aim at (Mary McDonagh Murphy 116). In the face of this crisis, 
readers often decided to outright reject Go Set a Watchman or write off its validity to the 
manipulation of Harper Lee into releasing a second novel (Alter; Kovaleski). Though it was 
determined that Lee was indeed in control of the decision to publish a second novel, this mere 
rejection of Go Set a Watchman altogether reveals a crucial element of white liberalism, 
motivated blindness, within the To Kill a Mockingbird reading community. Readers of To Kill a 
Mockingbird who reject Go Set a Watchman adRSW a ³denial Rf UealiW\´ RU a mRWiYaWed blindneVV 
because merely acknowledging that Atticus may be racist would place into question whether 
Whe\ aUe, in facW, UaciVW aV Zell Vince Whe\ ³gUeZ XS lRRking XS WR WhiV chaUacWeU´ (ShXlman 721; 
Alter) Despite the desires of white liberal readers for a white liberal hero who makes them feel 
like they are not racist, Go Set a Watchman attempts to have readers confront their motivated 
blindness. 
At the point when Go Set a Watchman picks up, the reader is twenty years removed from 
the To Kill a Mockingbird storyline and Scout is in her twenties and goes by Jean Louise as 
RSSRVed WR heU childhRRd nickname. ThRXgh Whe VWRU\ iV VWill WRld fURm Jean LRXiVe¶V 
perspective, as To Kill a Mockingbird was, the readers receive a much less progressive version of 
Atticus than they had grown accustomed to. The first sign given to the reader by Harper Lee of 
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WhiV iV Zhen Jean LRXiVe findV a SamShleW WhaW AWWicXV ³bURXghW hRme fURm a ciWi]enV¶ cRXncil 
meeWing´ WhaW claimV WhaW ³NegUReV«cRXldn¶W helS being infeUiRU WR Whe ZhiWe Uace´ (Lee, Go Set 
a Watchman 103, 102). FURm WhiV SRinW Rn, Lee makeV cleaU WR Whe UeadeU WhaW AWWicXV¶V Uacial 
views will not be as gilded as it seemed they were in the first book. In this book, Atticus, the 
beloved liberal hero, is a member of a white supremacy group. The reader that adored Atticus in 
To Kill a Mockingbird loses all familiarity with the Atticus in Go Set a Watchman when Atticus 
iV SUeVenWed ZiWh Whe RSSRUWXniW\ WR defend CalSXUnia¶V gUandson in a court case. Without 
hesitation, Atticus accepts the case to prevent the case from falling inWR Whe handV Rf ³NAACP-
Said laZ\eUV,´ ZhR ZRXld ³demand NegUReV Rn Whe jXUieV«[and] UaiVe eYeU\ legal WUick in WheiU 
bRRkV´ WR VecXUe an acTXiWWal (Lee, Go Set a Watchman 149). Instead, Atticus would rather 
³VWand XS ZiWh [CalSXUnia¶V gUandVRn] in cRXUW´ and helS him ³Slead gXilW\´ (Lee, Go Set a 
Watchman 148). There is no avoiding that this is an explicitly white supremacist point of view as 
Atticus is literally taking on more work to ensure that a black man is incarcerated as opposed to 
standing by and allowing him the opportunity of a somewhat fair defense. This reasoning aligns 
ZiWh AWWicXV¶V chaUacWeU in WhiV nRYel aV he iV a bRaUd membeU Rf a ZhiWe VXpremacy group. 
In Go Set a Watchman, Atticus definitely does not hide his white supremacy leanings. 
Towards the end of the book, Atticus confronts Jean Louise for her grudge with him over his 
SRViWiRn ZiWh Whe ciWi]enV¶ cRXncil and UaciVW YieZV. AV RSSRVed to writing some plot twist that 
places Atticus back on the liberal pedestal he was on following To Kill a Mockingbird, Lee 
twists the knife for fans of Atticus and has the lawyer defend his racist views against Jean 
Louise. In this confrontation, Atticus tells Jean Louise WhaW Vhe ³can¶W haYe a VeW Rf backZaUd 
SeRSle liYing amRng SeRSle adYanced in Rne kind Rf ciYili]aWiRn´ and aVkV ZheWheU Vhe ³ZanW[V 
heU] childUen gRing WR a VchRRl WhaW¶V been dUagged dRZn WR accRmmRdaWe NegUR childUen´ (Lee, 
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Go Set a Watchman 242, 246). These assertions by Atticus make evident to the reader that 
Atticus wholeheartedly believes that black people are inferior to white people because they are 
³a VeW Rf backZaUd SeRSle´ ZhR ZRXld dUag dRZn edXcaWiRn VWandaUdV (Lee, Go Set a Watchman 
242). By sketching Atticus as a white supremacist in this book, Harper Lee forces the reader to 
reconsider the liberal hero Atticus from To Kill a Mockingbird. 
 
White Liberalism: White Supremacy in Disguise 
Dr. King referred to the white liberal as ³Whe NegUR¶V gUeaW VWXmbling blRck´ and a 
greater hindrance than explicit white supremacists, a group that actively pursues goals which 
maintain the status quo of racism in this country (King 73). Though King presented a dichotomy 
between white liberalism and white supremacy in this statement, this research is not concerned 
with a comparative claim but with how white liberalism is merely white supremacy in disguise.  
The reality is that though white liberalism operates in a different fashion from white supremacy, 
they do in fact have much in common. One of the main commonalities between white liberalism 
and white supremacy is a shared underlying motive of preserving the status quo of the American 
racial hierarchy. Though the impacts and methods of these two ideologies may differ, this shared 
motive remains the same.  
Since motivated blindness helps to make white liberalism possible, white liberalism 
champions the status quo of systematic racism as white supremacy does. Motivated blindness 
³UeTXiUeV an acWiYe effRUW Rn Whe SaUW Rf RSSUeVVRUV nRW WR Vee Whe ZRUld fRU ZhaW iW iV´ in RUdeU WR 
preserve their comfort within the status quo (Waters 109). This is the same racial status quo that 
white supremacists fight so vehemently for. The shared motive between white liberalism and 
white supremacy is well captured by a speech from 1961 delivered by Attorney General and self-
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proclaimed believer of the civil rights movement Robert F. Kennedy. In the speech, the younger 
Kenned\ bURWheU SURclaimed WhaW WheUe ZaV ³nR Tuestion that in the next thirty or forty years a 
NegUR can alVR achieYe Whe Vame Rffice WhaW [hiV] bURWheU [had] aV PUeVidenW Rf Whe UniWed SWaWeV´ 
(Kenned\ 63). FRU Kenned\ and man\ RWheU ZhiWe SeRSle, WhiV SUedicWiRn came Rff ³aV a YeU\ 
emancipated statement,´ as James Baldwin pointed out, because the then-attorney general 
seemed to promote equality between the races by stating that a black person could one day be 
equivalent to his adored brother, John F. Kennedy (Peck). A white supremacist would absolutely 
never say such a prediction because they are explicit about their racism. Kenned\¶V statement 
was not very SURgUeVViYe. InVWead, Kenned\¶V ZRUdV acWXall\ meanW WhaW ³ma\be in fRUW\ \eaUV, if 
[black people were] good, [whiWe SeRSle] ma\ leW [a black SeUVRn] becRme SUeVidenW´ (Peck). 
FRllRZing BaldZin¶V UeYelaWiRn Rf Whe XndeUl\ing meaning behind Kenned\ ZRUdV, iW becRmeV 
cleaU WR Whe UeadeU WhaW WhiV ³YeU\ emanciSaWed VWaWemenW´ dReV nRW SURmRWe eTXaliW\ beWZeen Whe 
races but, instead, promotes a relationship that is reminiscent of a parent-child relationship 
(Peck). Any explicit attempt by a politician to promote a parent-child relationship by white 
people over black people would be perceived as a white supremacist talking point. As most of 
white liberalism, however, this statement seems progressive on its face and is able to cover-up its 
leaning towards maintaining the status quo of race relations in the United States. Though white 
liberals may be unaware of their proximity to white supremacy due to motivated blindness, all 
ZhiWe AmeUicanV haYe been ³[V]Rciali]ed inWR a deeSl\ inWeUnali]ed VenVe Rf VXSeUiRUiW\´ 
regarding race (DiAngelo 2). Without acknowledging and addressing this reality, white liberals 
retain the same racial biases that drives white supremacists. One of the crucial differences 
between white supremacy and white liberalism lies in its methods, not its motives or impacts.  
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BRWh ZhiWe libeUaliVm and ZhiWe VXSUemac\ aUe mRWiYaWed b\ Whe SUeVeUYaWiRn Rf Rne¶V 
own comfort within the racial status quo of the United States. Dr. King referred to the white 
libeUal aV ³Whe NegUR¶V gUeaW VWXmbling blRck´ inVWead Rf ZhiWe VXSUemaciVWV becaXVe ZhiWe 
supremacists acknowledge their desire to maintain the racist status quo in the United States, 
white liberals do not (King 73). When Whe failXUe WR acknRZledge Rne¶V URle in V\VWemic UaciVm, 
the lack of motivation to enact true reform, and the appearance of being in support of racial 
justice come together, white liberalism as an ideology provides people with the ability to 
undermine the black struggle for equality by failing to address racism head-on and failing to take 
action to accomplish reform. An instance which properly captures ZhiWe libeUaliVm¶V 
undermining capabilities comes from Robert F. Kennedy¶V meeting with Lorraine Hansberry, 
James Baldwin, and other civil rights activists in 1963. At the meeting, the then-attorney general 
was asked to have his brother and then-president, John F. Kennedy, escort a black girl into a 
formerly all-white southern school in the midst of the desegregation of schools in the nation. The 
hope was that this would send the message to pro-segregationists that the nation stands by black 
children as they enter white schools. Despite all of Kennedy¶V SUR-civil rights rhetoric, he 
UejecWed Whe SURSRVal becaXVe he YieZed iW aV a ³meaningleVV mRUal geVWXUe´ (Peck).  
Kenned\ YieZed Whe SURSRVed acWiRn aV ³meaningleVV,´ Zhich ignRUed Whe SURminence Rf 
desegregation and racism in the nation in that moment (Peck). This example exhibits the problem 
with white liberalism because, despite the desires of black activists, Kennedy opted for inaction 
and against addressing racism head-on. By failing to take action to promote racial justice reform, 
white liberals who claim to support the endeavors of black equality make black Americans who 
take any action towards reform seem too extreme. Black people struggling for equality are better 
off not seeming so extreme next to the empty support of white liberals like Robert F. Kennedy, 
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which is in part Zh\ DU. King labeled ZhiWe libeUalV aV Whe ³NegUR¶V gUeaW VWXmbling blRck´ 
(King 73).  
 
White Liberalism in Get Out 
In WRda\¶V VRcieW\, iW iV eaV\ WR diVUegaUd an e[amSle like AWWicXV Finch¶V imSliciWl\ 
problematic white liberalism as a product of the times without acknowledging that this ideology 
exists today. This cannot be done as easily, however, with the contemporary examples of white 
libeUaliVm WhaW aSSeaU in JRUdan Peele¶V OVcaU Zinning horror film, Get Out. Not only is Get Out 
critical of white liberalism, it has quickly become a staple of contemporary American culture. 
JRUdan Peele¶V debut film received overwhelming praise from the moment it was released into 
the public eye in 2017. Get Out was able to gross $33.4 million domestically during its opening 
weekend, while also receiving an Oscar for Best Original Screenplay in 2018 (D¶AleVVandUR; 
Desta). ThiV film¶V cXlWXUal Vignificance cannRW be RYeUVWaWed aV, nRW Rnl\ ZaV iW Whe fiUVW debXW 
film by a black director to gross over $100 million domestically, it was referred to as a full-
blown cultural phenomenon by the LA Times due to its inspiration Rf ³countless«Internet 
memes and other«fan art across social media´ (JacRbV; ³JRUdan Peele´). Get Out focuses on 
ChUiV, a black man, aV he YiViWV hiV ZhiWe giUlfUiend¶V famil\, Whe AUmiWageV, fRU Whe fiUVW Wime 
during a weekend getaway and the inherent fears that accompany Chris on his visit to the 
household. Unlike To Kill a Mockingbird, this story takes on the perspective of a black man 
viewing white liberalism as opposed to that of a white child viewing white liberalism, which 
adds a less naïve view of white liberalism to Get Out. In addition to this difference in 
perspective, the story is set in present day and forces viewers to confront the problems and 
existence of white liberalism in the contemporary world. As displayed with To Kill a 
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Mockingbird and Go Set a Watchman, however, readers may be spoon-fed this confrontation and 
still reject it due to their motivated blindness.  
As a result of the almost constant stream of praise the film received for its commentary 
on race in the United States, Get Out was nominated for four awards at the 2018 Oscars (Desta). 
The Oscars are not exactly known for having many non-white nominees, so this was quite the 
feat for the film alone. One of the 7,258 Oscar voting members was anonymously interviewed in 
The Hollywood Reporter and shared their rationale for withholding votes for Get Out in the 2018 
Oscars by stating: 
IW¶V a gRRd B-movie and I enjoyed it, but what bothered me afterwards was that instead of 
focusing on the fact that this was an entertaining little horror movie that made quite a bit 
of money, they started trying to suggest it had deeper meaning than it does, and, as far as 
I¶m cRnceUned, Whe\ Sla\ed Whe Uace caUd, and WhaW Ueall\ WXUned me Rff. In facW, aW Rne Rf 
Whe lXncheRnV, Whe lead acWRU [Daniel KalXX\a], ZhR iV nRW fURm Whe UniWed SWaWeV [he¶V 
British], was giving us a lecture on racism in America and how black lives matter, and I 
WhRXghW, ³WhaW dReV WhiV haYe WR dR ZiWh Get Out? The\¶Ue WU\ing WR make me Whink WhaW 
if I dRn¶W YRWe fRU WhiV mRYie, I¶m a UaciVW.´ I ZaV Ueall\ Rffended. ThaW Vealed iW fRU me. 
(Feinberg) 
For this viewer, they perceived Get Out aV ³an enWeUWaining liWWleU hRUURU film´ and nRWhing elVe. 
For reasons that will be laid out later in this analysis, this is clearly not the case. The film has 
eYeU\Whing WR dR ZiWh ³UaciVm in AmeUica and hRZ black liYeV maWWeU,´ \eW WhiV YieZeU 
cRmSleWel\ UejecWed WhaW nRWiRn deVSiWe Whe film¶V aWWemSWV WR haYe YieZeUV anal\]e iWV SRliWical 
relevance. Yet due to their motivated blindness, this viewer refused to see the dots that Jordan 
Peele connected for them. This viewer is clearly uncomfortable when made aware about the 
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reality of their privileged position within the racial hierarchy of the United States, which is 
caSWXUed b\ WheiU fUXVWUaWiRn Rf UeceiYing ³a lecWXUe Rn UaciVm in AmeUica and hRZ black liYeV 
maWWeU´ (Feinberg). This voter evidently prefers to remain in their state of motivated blindness 
and not challenge their positionality, which seems to be why the viewer refused to understand 
ZhaW Uace haV ³WR dR ZiWh Get Out´ (FeinbeUg). 
This viewer was definitely not the only person to misunderstand Get Out and its 
engagement with the issue of white liberalism in the United States. In 2017, Get Out was 
nominated for a Golden Globe in the comedy/musical category and the nomination caused 
XSURaU amRngVW Whe film¶V fanV. Man\ Rf Whe black fanV Rf Whe film, inclXding Whe film¶V diUecWRU, 
felt this nomination symbolized a much deeper misunderstanding of the film by the white 
audience (BET Staff). Many black viewers laughed at the film as a coping mechanism. These 
black viewers were able to recognize the scenarios that Chris faced in the film from their daily 
lives and laughed in order to extricate themselves from the pain those scenarios brought rise to 
(Ngangura). Many white audience members of the film, however, did not have this sort of tie to 
the scenarios displayed in the film. White people either laughed at the film as a way to avoid 
viewing themselves as perpetrators of the systems Get Out makes fun of or out of discomfort for 
Get Out¶V inWeUURgaWiRn Rf WheiU RZn racial commitments. This is exemplified by a question 
Allison Williams, the actress who plays Whe film¶V ZhiWe giUlfUiend, gets asked frequently by 
white fans of the film. These white fans frequently ask for assurance that Rose, Whe film¶V ZhiWe 
girlfriend, ZaV nRW cRmSliciW in Whe AUmiWage famil\¶V VlaYe WUading Vcheme becaXVe Vhe ZaV 
acWXall\ h\SnRWi]ed like Whe black chaUacWeUV (³AlliVRn WilliamV´). The anVZeU WR WhiV TXeVWiRn iV 
a resounding no, yet WhiV TXeVWiRn¶V mere existence reveals more than its answer does. This 
question displays the need by white people for a good white character, though Get Out has none, 
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to help white people avoid feeling racist and support their own motivated blindness. This 
highlights a larger problem of the existence of white libeUaliVm in WRda\¶V VRcieW\ becaXVe, aV SeU 
usual with white liberalism, white liberals are desperately looking for a way to prove that they 
are not racist as opposed to combatting racism and their complicit role in it. Since Get Out does 
not provide viewers with such an easy escape route to avoid confronting racism and partake in 
white flight or even the disconnecting storyline that To Kill a Mockingbird and Go Set a 
Watchman offer, the white liberal is often pushed to confront their motivated blindness and 
analyze their own racist tendencies. It is then left to the viewer whether they utilize this 
opportunity to confront the problems of white liberalism or continue to depend on their 
motivated blindness.  
This confrontation of white libeUaliVm¶V SURblems does not occur immediately in the film, 
hRZeYeU, aV ZhiWe libeUaliVm iV meUel\ diVSla\ed aV iW iV fRXnd WRda\ in Whe film¶V fiUVW acW. 
Though the film makes the audience uncomfortable with its use of white liberalism, viewers tend 
to see no problem with many things that are said, as was the case in To Kill a Mockingbird. One 
instance of this uncomfortable white liberalism is towards the beginning of the film when Chris 
and RRVe fiUVW aUUiYe WR Whe AUmiWage hRXVehRld. USRn Whe cRXSle¶V aUUiYal WR Whe hRXse, Dean, 
RRVe¶V faWheU, insists on providing Chris with a tour of the house and the audience really gets to 
see the chaUacWeU¶V progressive side. During this tour, Dean, like Atticus, attempts to distance 
himself from racism by making it so abundantly clear that he is not racist. This includes saying 
WhingV VXch aV ³I ZRXld haYe YRWed fRU Obama fRU a WhiUd Wime if I cRXld´ and ³I geW iW, ZhiWe 
famil\, black VeUYanWV, iW¶V a WRWal clichp´ in UefeUence WR Whe image Rf hiV hRXVehRld (Peele). 
With these statements, Dean is attempting to rid Chris of the idea that there is even a slight 
possibility that he is racist by showing how much he champions the cause of black equality. 
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Dean also shows, however, how little he is willing to do to support this cause due to his 
unwillingness to risk his own comfort within the racial hierarchy. One of the ways Dean tries to 
VhRZ hiV VXSSRUW dXUing Whe hRXVe WRXU iV b\ Va\ing WhaW he ³ZRXld haYe YRWed fRU Obama a WhiUd 
Wime if [he] cRXld´ and, WhRXgh WhiV VeemV nice, eYen Dean acknowledges that this was not 
possible (Peele). This displays that Dean views this hypothetical action as being enough in terms 
of accomplishing racial reform, despite being a hypothetical action. Dean is someone who is 
voicing his support for a cause and views this word of support as enough to deserve a pat on the 
back. In addition, Dean claims that he recognizes that it does not look good that his family seems 
to hire exclusively black servants, implying that it brings back images of slavery. By 
acknowledging this, Dean is hoping that Chris will view him as someone who understands 
racism in this country. Though this stance seems progressive, by failing to mention any action he 
was taking to address this recognized issue, however, Dean displays just how weakly he supports 
this struggle towards equality.  
As Atticus avoided the problem of racism in his conversation with Scout, Get Out has 
ChUiV¶V ZhiWe giUlfUiend, RRVe, VideVWeS Whe e[iVWence Rf UaciVm ZiWhin Whe film¶V fiUVW Wen minXWeV. 
When discussing theiU Slanned YiViW WR RRVe¶V famil\, ChUiV aVkV RRVe ZheWheU heU SaUenWV knRZ 
if he iV black WR Zhich Vhe UeVSRndV ZiWh ³nR, VhRXld Whe\?´ (Peele). ThiV TXeVWiRn iV Whe 
cRnWemSRUaU\ fRUm Rf ZhaW AWWicXV did WR UeVSRnd WR ScRXW¶V TXeVWiRn abRXW Whe meaning behind 
Whe WeUm, ³niggeU-lRYeU´ (Lee, To Kill a Mockingbird 144). WiWh Whe TXeVWiRn, ³VhRXld Whe\?´ 
Rose promotes the idea that racism is no longer an issue in this post-racial era because she 
imSlieV WhaW WheUe ZRXld be nR diffeUence in heU SaUenWV¶ e\eV Zhether Chris was black or white. 
With this, Rose is attempting to seem progressive by avoiding race as an issue and, instead, 
exhibits her motivated blindness by adopting the idea of racial color-blindness.  
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Get Out does a good job at displaying how white liberalism can infect people of color as 
an ideology. One of the best examples of this othering of the oppressed by the oppressed comes 
Zhen ChUiV UeYealV WR GeRUgina, Whe AUmiWage famil\¶V black VeUYanW, in cRnfidence WhaW he geWV 
nervous, for understandable reasons, when there are too many white people around. Georgina 
UeVSRndV WR WhiV VWaWemenW ZiWh a cRndeVcending laXgh fRllRZed b\ heU VWaWing WhaW ³WhaW¶V nRW 
[heU] e[SeUience«aW all«[becaXVe] Whe AUmiWageV aUe VR gRRd WR [black SeRSle and] WUeaW [Whem] 
like famil\´ (Peele). WiWh WhiV UeacWiRn WR ChUiV¶V emRWiRnal YXlneUabiliW\, GeRUgina diVcUediWV 
ChUiV¶V e[SeUience aV a black SeUVRn and effecWiYel\ diVWanceV heUVelf fURm black SeRSle, like 
Chris, who are uncomfortable to some extent around white people. Though the Armitages do not 
even thank her when she serves them drinks, Georgina claims that the Armitage family treats her 
like their own. This claim suggests that this complacency may be due to an acceptance of the 
identity imposed on her by white people and an internalization of racial oppression as opposed to 
reality (Peele). Instead of acknowledging that she has accepted the interests of white people as 
her own and internalized racial oppression, Georgina paints herself as being morally superior to 
black people like Chris and others this class of black people below her who view white people in 
a negaWiYe lighW. GeRUgina¶V adRSWiRn Rf ZhiWe libeUaliVm hideV heU XndeUmining Rf ChUiV¶V 
experience as a black individual in the United States by attempting to love everyone.  
 Both To Kill a Mockingbird and the first act of Get Out put white liberalism on display to 
their audience. Without reading Go Set a Watchman, a continuation to the lives of the characters 
in To Kill a Mockingbird, or watching the second act of Get Out, it is easy to ignore the problems 
with some of the liberal things that are said and consider the white characters as racially 
progressive people. This reading and viewing of these two works contradicts Martin Luther King 
JU.¶V aVVeUWiRn WhaW Whe ZhiWe libeUal iV ³Whe NegUR¶V gUeaW VWXmbling blRck´ becaXVe iW failV WR 
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realize the problematic nature of white liberalism (King 73). By taking Go Set a Watchman and 
the second act of Get Out inWR cRnVideUaWiRn Rf Rne¶V YieZ WRZaUdV Whe ZhiWe libeUal, iW becRmeV 
easier to see these underlying problems.  
 
White Supremacy in Get Out 
Quite like Go Set a Watchman reveals the perceived white liberal to be a white 
supremacist, the second act of Get Out pulls off this same trick by pointing out that the 
seemingly progressive Armitage family are not quite as liberal as they seem. The first true 
indication of the lack of conviction in their alleged liberal values is when Chris steps away from 
a party filled with white people who seem to be interested in him. As Chris moves away from the 
party, the hectic social environment polluted with white people is taken over by an almost 
bothered silence. With this drastic change in the energy of the room, Peele makes clear to the 
audience that these people, including the Armitage family, are putting on a façade with their 
perceived liberal rhetoric to trick Chris about something. We later learn that this white liberalism 
was just a way of hiding their white supremacy in plain sight.  
 JRUdan Peele WUieV WR SXW Rff UeYealing Whe AUmiWageV¶ ZhiWe VXSUemac\ leaningV fRU aV 
long as possible but, when he finally does, he does it through an analogy. As Chris is away 
having a heart-to-heart with Rose, the Armitage family hold a silent auction for their white 
friends with bids being placed on the acquisition of Chris (Peele). With this calm but crazy 
scene, Peele creates an analogy between the Armitages and slave traders as the family is 
orchestrating an auction for the purchase of a black man which is reminiscent of a slave auction. 
As the rest of the film unfolds, Peele continues to hammer down this connection between the 
Armitages and slave traders as it is revealed that the family has been kidnapping young black 
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people, hypnotizing them, and placing the consciousness of an aging white person in the body of 
a random kidnapped black person. As a result of this procedure, the black person loses autonomy 
of their own body and their body must work at the will of the white person who now owns their 
body. Sounds an awful lot like slavery. Merely to place a cherry on top of this slavery analogy he 
created, Peele has Chris free himself from Whe AUmiWageV¶ bRndage b\ Sicking cRWWRn, like VlaYeV 
picked cRWWRn in WheiU maVWeU¶V field, fURm Whe aUm Rf a chaiU he iV VWUaSSed inWR (Peele). Peele 
strictly picked these details to align an image of slave traders with the Armitage family. This 
image of the Armitage family as slave traders in the latter part of the film forces the audience to 
more critically analyze the progressive liberal family portrayed in the first act of the film.  
 
Looking Under the White Liberal Hood in To Kill a Mockingbird & Get Out  
 As readers and viewers, the revelation of these chaUacWeUV¶ WUXe cRlRUV fRUceV eaUlieU 
renditions of those types of characters to be considered under a different light. This remains true 
with both To Kill a Mockingbird and the first act of Get Out as it is difficult to overlook the 
problems with the allegedly progressive things said and done by characters in these works after 
witnessing Go Set a Watchman and the second act of Get Out. For Atticus Finch, his defense of 
Tom Robinson in the midst of a racist southern town is often pointed to as a major reason for 
him being a liberal icon. Merely by taking on the case and not lynching Tom, Atticus was 
morally above the other inhabitants of Maycomb. While explaining his reasoning to Scout for 
Waking Rn TRm¶V caVe in Whe face Rf UeViVWance in To Kill a Mockingbird, AWWicXV claimV WhaW ³if 
[he] didn¶W [he] cRXldn¶W hRld XS [hiV] head in WRZn, [he] cRXldn¶W UeSUeVenW WhiV cRXnWU\ in Whe 
legiVlaWXUe, [he] cRXldn¶W eYen Well [ScRXW] RU Jem nRW WR dR VRmeWhing again´ (Lee, To Kill a 
Mockingbird 100). When reading thiV Vcene ZiWhRXW Whe knRZledge Rf AWWicXV¶V RSiniRnV in Go 
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Set A Watchman, this rationale makes the liberal hero seem racially progressive because he 
seems to imply that he cannot morally allow the black defendant to go through the trial without 
something reminiscent of a fair defense. This is what we assume Atticus is referring to when he 
Va\V he ³cRXldn¶W hRld XS [hiV] head in WRZn´ if he did nRW Wake Rn RRbinVRn¶V caVe (Lee, To Kill 
a Mockingbird 100). In Go Set a Watchman, however, Atticus explicitly points out his motive for 
Waking a diffeUenW black defendanW¶V caVe ZaV WR SUeYenW Whe caVe fURm ending XS in Whe handV Rf 
an ³NAACP-Said laZ\eU´ WhaW ZRXld acWXall\ WU\ eYeU\Whing in WheiU SRZeU WR geW Whe defendanW 
acquitted (Lee, Go Set a Watchman 149). WiWh WhiV knRZledge Rf AWWicXV¶V mRWiYe fRU Waking a 
black defendanW¶V caVe, WheUe iV nR UeaVRn WhaW UeadeUV VhRXld nRW aW leaVW VXVSecW WhaW AWWicXV ZaV 
aSSl\ing WhiV Vame UeaVRning WR TRm¶V caVe. WiWh WhiV infRUmaWiRn in mind, it seems that Atticus 
did nRW mean WhaW, if he did nRW Wake TRm¶V caVe, he ³cRXldn¶W UeSUeVenW WhiV cRXnWU\ in Whe 
legiVlaWXUe´ becaXVe he ZRXld haYe failed WR hRld XS Whe idealV WhaW Whe cRXnWU\ ZaV bXilW Rn. 
InVWead iW VeemV he meanW WhaW he ³cRXldn¶W UeSUeVenW WhiV cRXnWU\ in Whe legiVlaWXUe´ becaXVe he 
would have failed to protect the status quo of black inequality that existed in the country (Lee, To 
Kill a Mockingbird 100). The insight provided to the reader by meeting Atticus in Go Set a 
Watchman allRZV XV WR XndeUVWand WhaW AWWicXV¶V inWenWiRnV ma\ nRW haYe been aV SXUe aV 
initially believed when first reading To Kill a Mockingbird. As opposed to being a progressive 
liberal figure, Atticus may have been trying to keep black people in their place the whole time as 
he was trying to do twenty years later in Go Set a Watchman.  
 As To Kill a Mockingbird SURYided a VSecial inVighW inWR Whe WURXbleV ZiWh AWWicXV¶V 
liberal figure, the second act of Get Out illuminates events from the first act in a certain way that 
makes it difficult to ignore the problems and ulterior motives behind these seemingly liberal 
actions. This works for a scene when Rose and Chris encounter the police early in the film after 
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they fatally hit a deer while driving to the Armitage household. Once the police officer asks 
Chris for identification without any apparent reason, Rose adamantly confronts the officer and 
defends her boyfriend. This has a similar impact as Atticus defending Tom Robinson in that the 
audience perceives Rose as someone who will put herself on the line in order to fight against 
racial profiling and unequal treatment of black Americans (Peele). Peele makes Rose seem very 
progressive here. After viewing the second act of the film, however, it is revealed to the audience 
that Rose is just as racist as the rest of her family and is a key player in luring black people to the 
hRXVehRld WR enVlaYe Whem. WiWh WhiV knRZledge Rf RRVe¶V end gRal WhURXghRXW Whe film, iW iV 
impossible not to view her in a cynical light when watching her actions from earlier in the film. 
AfWeU ZaWching Whe film¶V laWWeU acW, WhiV defenVe Rf ChUiV againVW Whe SRlice nR lRngeU VeemV like 
a stand against racial profiling, but an attempt by Rose to destroy any sort of paper trail that 
could lead the SRlice WR Whe AUmiWageV¶ VlaYe WUading. WiWh WheVe WZR e[amSleV fURm To Kill a 
Mockingbird and Get Out, white liberal characters have the authenticity of their perceived 
progressive actions tossed out the window as it becomes clear these progressive actions are 
façades for white supremacist ulterior motives.  
A common reading of To Kill a Mockingbird allRZV Whe UeadeU WR belieYe WhaW AWWicXV¶V 
treatment of Calpurnia supports the view that Atticus is a liberal icon. After reading Go Set a 
Watchman, however, iW iV difficXlW WR UeWain WhiV YieZ Rf AWWicXV¶V WUeaWmenW Rf CalSXUnia XSRn 
reading To Kill a Mockingbird once more. When Lee writes Atticus as a white supremacist in Go 
Set a Watchman, Vhe haV him UefeU WR black SeRSle aV a ³SRSXlaWiRn [WhaW] iV backZaUd´ and ³VWill 
in WheiU childhRRd aV a SeRSle´ (Lee, Go Set a Watchman 242, 246). With the knowledge that 
Atticus views black people in this inferior light only twenty years after the events of To Kill a 
Mockingbird, it is impossible to read the book and not consider that he probably viewed 
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Calpurnia in the same inferior light twenty years prior. Upon reading To Kill a Mockingbird once 
more, the reader cannot help but recognize the racial inferiority Atticus treats Calpurnia with.  
While CalSXUnia Rnl\ ³UeTXeVW[V Whe] SUeVence´ Rf Whe ZhiWe Finch childUen, AWWicXV 
³VXmmRn[V]´ heU inWR Whe hRXVe (Lee, To Kill a Mockingbird 32). By this distinct difference in 
ZRUd chRice, Lee makeV cleaU WR heU UeadeU WhaW CalSXUnia WUeaWV heU emSlR\eU¶V childUen ZiWh 
more respect than her employer does with her.  On top of this distinction between the word 
choice of characters, it is tough to ignore the less than comfortable sleeping arrangements Atticus 
provides Calpurnia with when she stays over aV Zell afWeU Veeing AWWicXV¶s true feelings. 
CalSXUnia mXVW VleeS ³Rn a fRlding cRW in Whe kiWchen´ Zhen Vhe VWa\V in Whe Finch hRXVehRld fRU 
a night (Lee, To Kill a Mockingbird 156). A reader cannot ignore that Atticus does not actually 
treat Calpurnia in a progressive manner, contrary to what a reading of the book without the 
companionship of Go Set a Watchman ZRXld allRZ, afWeU ZiWneVVing AWWicXV¶V WUXe feelingV in 
Go Set a Watchman. 
As the Finches have a black female servant they claim is a member of their family, the 
Armitages haYe a black female VeUYanW ZhR iV acWXall\ a SaUW Rf Whe famil\. QXiWe like AWWicXV¶V 
white supremacy leanings revealed in Go Set a Watchman forced readers to analyze his feelings 
towards Calpurnia, the second act of Get Out provides us with a different perspective of the 
relationship between the Armitage family and their female servant, Georgina. Upon an initial 
viewing of the film, the relationship between the Armitages and Georgina is uncomfortable, to 
say the least, as they fail to thank her for her services and do not let her eat with them. This is 
surprising treatment of a black servant for a family who often works hard not to appear racist, 
yet, this treatment is often disregarded as negligence and nothing more upon an initial viewing of 
the film. Towards the end of the film, it is revealed to the audience that Georgina is actually 
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RRVe¶V white grandmother in the body of a black female (Peele). This revelation provides the 
YieZeU ZiWh mRUe inVighW inWR GeRUgina¶V inWeUnali]aWiRn Rf UaciVm which comes to the surface 
during her undermining Rf ChUiV¶V e[SeUience aV a black man. GeRUgina iV able WR VR eaVil\ adRSW 
the interests of white people as her own and distance herself from black people because she is 
literally a racist white woman on the inside. Georgina gaslit, ³WR indXce in VRmeRne Whe VenVe WhaW 
[WheiU] UeacWiRnV«aUe«XWWeUl\ ZiWhRXW gURXndV,´ Chris about his black experience in order to 
help her family sell his body (Abramson 2). More importantly, the audience understands that 
Peele ZaV Welling XV mRUe abRXW Whe AUmiWageV¶ XndeUl\ing UaciVm Whan iniWiall\ Ueali]ed b\ 
viewing the famil\¶V WUeaWmenW Rf GeRUgina in Whe fiUVW acW Rf Whe film ZiWh her familial ties in 
mind. By failing to allow someone who is literally a member of their family to eat at their dinner 
table with them, the Armitages display their inability to look past color as an inferior 
characteristic for anyone, including family.  
The Armitages speak big game about not being racist early on but, in reality, they are 
cRnViVWenWl\ diVSla\ing WheiU e[WUeme UaciVm and diVWUacWing eYeU\Rne¶V YieZ fURm iW, inclXding 
Chris, by spewing supposedly progressive statements. When watching Get Out again with this 
knRZledge, iW iV difficXlW WR ignRUe Whe ZhiWe VXSUemaciVW mRWiYeV dUiYing Whe AUmiWage famil\¶V 
white liberal acWiRnV. The Vame aSSlieV fRU AWWicXV¶V white liberal actions in To Kill a 
Mockingbird after learning about his white supremacist views in Go Set a Watchman. By having 
these white liberal characters turn out to be white supremacists, Peele and Lee display for their 
audience that there are few differences between white supremacists and white liberals. In forcing 
their audience to reconsider the perceived white liberal versions of these characters, both provide 
their audience with the opportunity to better pinpoint the underlying problems with white 
liberalism. 
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Conclusion 
By offering a political analysis of three depictions of white liberalism in American popular 
culture and the responses to these cultural artifacts, this research considered whether the white 
libeUal iV VWill ³Whe NegUR¶V gUeaW VWXmbling blRck´ and hRZ iW manifeVWV in cRnWemSRUaU\ VRcieW\ 
(King 73).  An analysis of thUee cXlWXUall\ VignificanW AmeUican ZRUkV, HaUSeU Lee¶V To Kill a 
Mockingbird, Go Set a Watchman, and JRUdan Peele¶V Get Out, allowed us to look at different 
fictional depictions of white liberalism and how readers responded to those depictions. From the 
nationally beloved twentieth century novel To Kill a Mockingbird to the highly acclaimed 2017 
film Get Out, readers and white liberal characters responded in ways that were consistent with 
the components of the multifaceted ideology that is white liberalism.  
DU. King¶V claim WhaW ³Whe NegUR¶V gUeaW VWXmbling blRck´ iV Whe ZhiWe libeUal iV VWill WUXe 
fifty-seven years later (King 73). As the Armitage family and Atticus Finch displayed, white 
liberalism allows people to focus so much on trying not to be perceived as racist that they avoid 
racism as an issue completely. This does the black community no favors as it merely ensures that 
white people will not address racism as an issue head-on. This, however, does not have to 
continue to be the case. As shown by audience reactions to Go Set a Watchman, readers did not 
want to confront the concept that a white supremacist could be hidden under the cover of a white 
liberal. Get Out, however, does not provide audiences with the comfort of being able to 
disconnect one from the other and does a better job at forcing audience members into this 
confrontation, WhRXgh WheUe ZeUe VWill limiWaWiRnV fRU GeW OXW¶V Ueach aV Veen b\ Whe inWeUYieZ in 
The Hollywood Reporter (Feinberg). By doing this, Get Out ideally forces viewers to reconsider 
the motivations behind character actions that were initially perceived as progressive and liberal. 
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By reading To Kill a Mockingbird through the lens of Get Out, which forces viewers to confront 
the white supremacist motives of white liberalism, readers should be able to recognize the 
SURblemaWic naWXUe behind AWWicXV¶V ZhiWe libeUal SeUVRna mRUe eaVil\. The hRSe ZRXld be WhaW 
WhiV UecRgniWiRn Rf ZhiWe libeUaliVm¶V SURblemV in liWeUaWXUe can WUanVlaWe WR an ability to 
UecRgni]e ZhiWe libeUaliVm¶V SURblemV in Whe Ueal ZRUld and in oneself, but first motivated 
blindness must be overcome. Until this happens, white liberals will continue to undermine true 
Uacial jXVWice UefRUm and fail WR Vee WhaW black SeRSle ³simply want them out of [their] way, and, 
mRUe Whan WhaW, RXW Rf [WheiU] childUen¶V Za\ (BaldZin 525).  
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